Voltage threshold and excitability among variously sized cat hindlimb motoneurons.
Intracellular recording has been performed to examine whether any differences in apparent initial-segment voltage threshold exist between types F and S cat triceps surae motoneurons. Voltage threshold was estimated using orthodromic action potentials initiated by large, monosynaptic excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) evoked by dorsal root stimulation. No significant differences in voltage threshold could be detected between types F and S motoneurons. Further, voltage thresholds did not covary with motoneuron input resistance, afterhyperpolarization duration, or the twitch contraction time of functionally isolated muscle units. Significant positive correlations were observed between voltage threshold and the motoneuron resting potential. Utilizing a compartmental neuron model, a theoretical analysis has been performed that examines the influence of specific passive membrane properties on current threshold for action potentials initiated by large, monosynaptic EPSPs. This analysis indicates that total membrane capacitance will be the primary determinant of these thresholds. Further analysis of available data suggests that active membrane properties will play a minimal role in setting these thresholds. Since specific membrane capacitance is likely to be similar among cat motoneurons, it is concluded that only size or surface area-related current threshold differences will exist among these cells for activation with brief currents such as those underlying large EPSPs. For motoneurons thus activated, it is suggested that variations in the excitatory/inhibitory balance or density of synaptic input would be the major mechanisms for producing differential recruitment thresholds among the motoneuron population. Other available evidence is discussed that indicates that factors intrinsic to the motoneurons themselves will contribute to the setting of functional recruitment thresholds for activation with longer duration currents.